Who can forget the ridicule, disdain, and contempt uttered by the main stream morons heaped upon those who very early and beyond questioned Barack Obama’s constitutional eligibility to the Office of President of the United States of America? Then again, who is without sounds of the unending blizzard of hype for Barack’s alleged intellectual prowess? The curtain of silence is descending!

On November 24, 2010, The Supreme Court of the United States of America conferred on whether arguments should be heard on the merits of a case entitled Kerchner v. Obama, which debates whether the writers of the Constitution believed the term “natural-born citizen” meant a person born in the United States to two parents who were both American citizens. Plaintiff Krechner states the position that Obama is not constitutionally eligible to hold the Office of President. Even the progressive intellectuals can not now deny the import of the question they unswervingly mocked. It is interesting to note that some worthy conservative commentators joined in the belittlement of those seeking an answer—shame on them.

The November 24 2010 WorldNetDaily published that which illuminates the elements of the case against Obama. “With nearly 900 endnotes, the book, “The Manchurian President: Barack Obama’s Ties to Communists, Socialists and Other Anti-American Extremists,” investigated the issue. The tome was written by WND senior reporter Aaron Klein and researcher Brenda J. Elliott.”

“A study by the authors found that according to correspondence from the original framers of the Constitution as well as multiple Supreme Court rulings and the legal writings that helped establish the principles of the Constitution, Obama is not eligible to serve as president since his father was not a U.S. citizen.”

“A coalition of extremists, including a founder of William Ayers’ Weather Underground domestic-terrorist organization, helped craft Obama’s “stimulus” bill; Obama’s health-care policy, masked by moderate populist rhetoric, was pushed along and partially crafted by extremists, some of whom reveal in their own words that their principal aim is to achieve corporate socialist goals and a vast increase in government powers; Extremists are among Obama’s “czars” and other top advisers. New information links top advisers Axelrod and Valerie Jarrett to communist activists. The book uncovers correspondence in which a communist confesses to mentoring and educating Axelrod and helping the top Obama aide to secure his first job. Obama then later worked with the same communist, the book finds; Among the many finds of ‘The Manchurian President’:

- A coalition of extremists, including a founder of William Ayers’ Weather Underground domestic-terrorist organization, helped craft Obama’s “stimulus” bill;
- Obama’s health-care policy, masked by moderate populist rhetoric, was pushed along and partially crafted by extremists, some of whom reveal in their own words that their principal aim is to achieve corporate socialist goals and a vast increase in government powers;
- Extremists are among Obama’s “czars” and other top advisers. New information links top advisers Axelrod and Valerie Jarrett to communist activists. The book uncovers correspondence in which a communist confesses to mentoring and educating Axelrod and helping the top Obama aide to secure his first job. Obama then later worked with the same communist, the book finds;
- Copious research reveals more about Obama’s deep ties to Ayers, uncovering for the first time where and how Obama first met Ayers—and it is much earlier than previously believed;
- Important aspects of Obama’s carefully covered-up college years, with new details of his student career at Occidental College and later at Columbia University, are revealed;
Obama’s early years, including his previously overlooked early childhood ties to a radical, far-left church, are documented; Obama’s associations with the Nation of Islam, Black Liberation Theology and black political extremists are also revealed, with extensive new information on the subjects; Obama’s deep ties to ACORN, which are much more extensive than previously documented elsewhere, are covered. The book also crucially describes how a socialist-led, ACORN-affiliated union helped facilitate Obama’s political career and now exerts major influence in the White House.”

Obama’s bell tolls!
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